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Democratic public opinion in Turkey 
supports integration to the European Union 
so that the political is reinforced, its field 
of action enlarged, it gets rid of the 
influence and tutelage of factors outside 
democracy and finally becomes 
autonomous.  It is, of course, impossible to 
speak of unanimity in this case.  On the 
contrary, there exist, as is the case in 
European countries, opposite views and 
opinions.  For example, certain groups and 
institutions (such as the Constitutional 
Council), which consider themselves 
guarantors of the sovereignty of the state, 
as opposed to popular and parliamentary 
sovereignty, have explicitly revealed their 
fears concerning democracy and the politic 
trough the positions adopted in certain 
cases, for example, the lawsuit on the 
closure of the Justice and Development 
Party (Adalet ve Kalkınma Partisi-AKP), 
the party in power.  Those who are 
skeptical about democracy in Turkey are 
also skeptical  about the European Union.  
On the contrary, those who support 
integration hope that the reforms which 
will lead to integration will bring political 
democratization as well, which cannot be 
sufficiently realized in the framework of a 
nation-state. 

The hopes based on the European Union as 
a collaboration project aimed at widening 
the political field and improving 
democracy, clash in a more general 

framework against a major obstacle both 
theoretical and political. These are 
criticisms of the concept of the European 
Union which is accused of contributing to 
the restriction of the political domain by 
building itself up solely through economic, 
bureaucratic and juridical means.  It is 
obvious that the present fundamental 
problem of the political thought is the 
phenomenon referred to by terms such as 
“the  alienation of citizens  to the politic”, 
“reduction of the field of the politic or  
“political withering”.  For some people, 
like those who follow Hannah Arendt on 
this point, this is the assertion of a 
tendency inherent to political modernity, 
whereas others think that it  is a question 
closely linked to globalization, which 
therefore belongs to a more recent  epoch. 

The globalization of markets, the loss of 
influence of nation-states on the economy 
which has become denationalized and 
deterritorialized,  greatly weakens one of 
the major pillars of national sovereignty, 
that is, its internal economic or monetary 
policies.  As to external sovereignty linked 
to the classical idea of a power policy 
(save the exceptional and  

hegemonic role of the United States), it has 
become a simple nostalgic object for 
national sovereignists.  The planetary 
domination of a mass culture, (very often 
of American origin), with its power of 
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homogenizing arts, clothing or life styles 
contributes to the weakening of cultural 
sovereignty.  We know that this “culture” 
was one of the most important pillars of 
nations-states.  This general situation 
indicates that the nation-state, as a context 
in which politics will take place, is 
obsolete.  Consequently, the meaning and 
importance of a meta-national or trans-
national EU - like concept of politics 
increase.  Is the solution to the challenge of 
globalization possible in a means of 
political action at the supra-national level?  
Some people oppose resistance to this idea 
of the national State transcending its limits 
to benefit a group whose political 
definition is not yet known.   This common 
anxiety seems to be a democratic anxiety.  
The “democratic deficit” is the major 
failure of the European Union on which all 
positions agree.  However, the resistance 
of some people to the progression of 
European integration seems to be more 
national than democratic. And all this may 
lead to the transformation of fear of the 
return to the politic in a position favoring 
the return to the nation. ”Europe with the 
nations” instead of “Europe against the 
nations”.  In spite of this discourse. the 
arguments change into a statement on the 
political virtues of the national State.  At 
this point, does the objective of reviving 
the politic under the aspect of an obsession 
with an existing type of the national politic 
lead to an unrealistic attitude whose lack of 
efficacy is already obvious?  In other 
words, should one stand for the politic by 
preserving its pre-existent forms, or by 
redefining it or maybe by re-inventing it? 

The fundamental question is the following:  
Is the European Union able to bring an 
answer to  the expectation of reinforcement 
of the politic in the face of the political 
decline process?  Critics support the point 
of view according to which the Union 

further weakens the politic already 
impaired by globalization, by narrowing 
the power and influence of the nation-state.  
The French “no” to the 2005 referendum is 
interpreted by some French thinkers as the 
expression of a need of the politic.  
Referring to the democratic deficit, the 
debate on this issue indicates that the 
European Union based on economy and 
bureaucracy, having acquired spirituality 
through the law, participates at bottom in 
the cancellation of the politic through 
globalization. The victory of the “no” is 
considered as the victory of democracy, 
underlying the fact that the E.U has 
forgotten the nation and democratic 
politics.  Thus the return of the politic 
changes, in a certain sense, into the return 
of the nation, and the problem concerns the 
relationship between nation and 
democracy.   

This is best reflected in the debate 
published in 2001 in the URMIS magazine 
to which Dominique Schnapper, Alain 
Touraine, and Jürgen Habermas 
participated.  According to the thesis 
developed by Dominique Schnapper, 
which  was later considered as “national 
republican”2 by some people, the 
relationship between abstract-civic 
democracy and the nation which is its 
incarnation and gives it body, is a 
symbiotic relationship difficult to separate.  
This must be perceived as the relationship 
between the two aspects of the nation.  In 
this debate, Dominique Schnapper 
indicates that her position – which she 
believes to be close to that of Jürgen 
Habermas – is different from that of the 
“liberal economists”, one she considers 
apolitical, as well as the position of 
national-sovereignists, who assume that the 
link between nation and democracy is not 
historical but absolute, and that is why 
citizenship will not be implemented at a 
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supra-national level.  In this way, 
Schnapper reminds us that the political 
dimension is absolutely necessary for 
societies and that this policy needs a 
“place”.  This place, which will be the 
incarnation of an answer to globalization, 
will probably be the European Union 
rather than nations which are too small.  
Underlining that up to his point, she 
remains close to Habermas, Schnapper 
strongly links nation and democracy, 
whereas Habermas tries to separate them in 
the context of  “constitutional patriotism” 
thanks to his thesis on “democratic nation: 
two-faced Janus”. According to this thesis, 
the nation has a civic principle as well as a 
dimension which includes “sharing the 
same history, the same language, the same 
culture”, qualified as ethics by Schnapper.  
According to her, these two factors are 
closely linked.  The fact that the link 
between democracy and the nation-state is 
historic proves, according to Dominique 
Schnapper, how long and above all state-
controlled was the process leading to 
citizenship; “The implementation of 
citizenship has always benefited until now 
from pre-existing State-controlled 
institutions and the relative homogeneity of 
the national population”.  Thus, the 
national dimension that is historic, 
cultural-social and patriotic according to 
Schnapper- becomes a pre-condition of the 
constitutional dimension, that is juridical.  
In this case, it becomes utopic to let the 
juridical be placed before the socio-
historical –as Habermas and those who 
have founded the European Union through 
the law do.  

Although Schnapper supports that the 
“theoretical” difference between herself 
and Habermas stems from their definitions 
of the public space, which he considers too 
“rational” whereas she defines it as more 
institutional, Schnapper’s remarks give the 

impression that the difference is more 
political than theoretical: “I have found out 
that during the short history of 
democracies, people have fought more 
often to defend their fatherland than in 
defense of democratic values and I wonder 
what would be the political will of a future 
European political entity”.  Schnapper 
stresses that in Habermas’s “constitutional 
patriotism”, pathos (the passionate 
character of patriotism) goes hand in hand 
with the juridical and rational dimensions.  
We have however to note that in this 
approach,  Schnapper mentions war as an 
example of  the pathos of patriotism.  She 
defines her political philosophy, saying 
that she understands why tragedies caused 
by the violent nationalisms which broke 
loose during  the second World War, have 
led to a desire to get rid of all types of 
nationalism, but this should not necessarily 
lead to resignation in the face of economy 
and a mercantile Europe:  “We must not 
forget that the victory of democracies 
during the second world war has 
doubtlessly aroused more national  feelings 
than the will to defend democracy, there 
would therefore be no reason to say that 
intellectual steps seem to be structured by 
national categories of thinking.”  Thus the 
discovery of the cultural virtues of the 
national community leads , in this 
approach,  to the rediscovery of the 
political virtues of the nation-state. 

Just like Dominique Schnapper, Habermas 
uses the historic aspect of the link between 
nation and democracy  as the basis of  his 
points of view.  But here, historicity 
corresponds to a non-compulsory link 
which can be undone and this is why it can 
be reconciled with an idea of emancipation 
towards the future rather than remaining 
tied to the past.  We can therefore speak of 
primacy of the future for Habermas, 
whereas the importance of the past prevails 
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for Schnapper.  That is why the purely 
political concern is sometimes not clearly 
distinguished from a certain ethnocentrism 
in Schnapper.  Maybe what is utopic in the 
present circumstances is to give more 
territory to the politic in the nation-state, 
the politic weakened by globalization as a 
global economy without territory.  It would 
therefore not be absolutely erroneous to 
deduce that Habermas’s conceptualization 
of a European Union as the restoration of 
the lost primacy of the politic is less utopic 
than such a “realistic” approach. 

Habermas’s position in this debate 
corresponds to refusing the merits of the 
thesis consisting of the fusion among the 
elements he qualifies as “pre-political, pre-
juridical, pre-constitutional” like ethnic or 
historical elements with civic elements.  
He says that the idea of citizenship which 
really represents solidarity among 
strangers is able to be conceived in a trans-
national space.  Although Habermas 
accepts that the nation-state civilizes and 
curbs prior ethnic hostilities by creating a 
common culture and pathos and balances 
fragmentation tendencies, he also thinks 
that this has not been completely 
successful as is shown by the examples of 
Northern Ireland  and Belgium, and that 
the nation-state has even left  these issues 
to non-resolution in the narrow contexts it 
has created, whereas it would be easier to 
solve them in wider contexts, such as the 
European Union.   

Instead of the “European ethnicity” term, 
proposed by Dominique Schnapper during 
the same debate, Habermas uses the term 
“political culture”.  It is simply in that 
sense that Habermas goes as far as 
speaking of a certain European identity (of 
political identity) which is already present 
in nuce:”our identity is multiple in any 
case. identity of faith, of cultural 

background, of class, of region etc.  The 
national identities have been built during 
centuries.  There are studies on the 
Basques recruited in 1914, a date when it 
was not obvious for them to die for France  
Habermas who  mentions the time and 
pressure that have been required for the 
development of a national conscience, 
thinks that the basic traditions required for  
shaping a European identity already exist 
today. 

The problematic of identity which is at the 
core of this same debate refers, according 
to Habermas, to a common political 
culture, whereas Schnapper says it goes 
with a character loaded with much more 
pathos    In the context of  the debate, it 
will not be an error to consider that the 
opposition is situated between civic 
identity and ethnic, cultural identity.  
Habermas and Schnapper agree therefore 
on the importance and the necessity of 
politics.  The danger of lack of power to 
which economic, mercantile globalization 
exposes national politics seems to be their 
common concern.  From there on, 
however, their perspectives are deeply 
divergent: Habermas looks for the solution 
in the emancipation of democracy from its 
national fences, whereas Schnapper is 
worried by the weakening national 
structures in the Europeanization process. 

The points of view formulated by 
Habermas during this debate on the 
relationship between nation and democracy 
are founded on the analysis he had 
developed in his book, translated into 
French under the title “L’intégration 
Républicaine”: the national conscience is 
constituted historically.  Democracy has to 
free itself from this entirely contingent and 
accidental bond.  This divorce may be the 
surest way to avoid once and for all the 
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danger of ethno-nationalism and prevent 
the symbiosis of ethos and demos for good. 

Considering popular sovereignty in the 
context of a procedural context, in his 
more recent works, like “The Law and 
Democracy”, (Droit et Démocratie), 
Habermas wants to distance it from a 
collective subject conceived in the shape of 
people-nation, as well as homogenizing 
national policies that this subject imposes. 
Thus, the subject of democratic self-
determination is no longer a subject of 
hypostasy in a culturally homogenous 
people-nation.  Arguing that ethnic 
nationalism ends by dissolving the politic 
in the cultural, melting democratic 
citizenship and consequently, political 
identity in the national (ethnic) belonging,  
Habermas defines himself as the supporter 
of a liberal concept of citizenship and 
politics.  With republican care, he looks for 
more than an instrument in  the realization 
of individual rights  in citizenship and 
politics.  At this point, he shares the 
criticisms directed to the liberal theory by 
the  communautarianists.  However, in 
spite of criticizing the liberal approach 
which considers public autonomy and 
political freedoms only as an instrument, 
he does not look for a national civic spirit 
in the style of a communautarian.  He 
dwells instead on the co-originating 
character of public autonomy and private 
autonomy.  And this drives him to think 
about the compulsory conceptual bond 
between democracy and the state of law 
which guarantees  individual rights. 

Although Habermas seems to be a stranger 
to a republican political conception in the 
French style, as well as a political 
conception predominantly juridical, we 
must admit that he adds a “republican” 
correction to the liberal model of 
citizenship.  The democratic citizenship 

requests here something more than the 
rights of the individual, its “simple 
enjoyment”, which is the use of public 
autonomy meant as a deliberative practice 
of the citizens.  

We are not supposed to make a report, 
even a brief one, of Habermas’s theory, 
which is built on concepts of deliberative 
democracy and the ethics of discussion.  
But as it appears in the debate that opposes 
him to Schnapper, the fact that he 
possesses a concept of public space that is 
too rational and solely communicational, 
neglecting its historical and cultural 
evolution, as well as its institutions.  
Habermas’s answer, in the same debate, is 
based on the concept of political culture.  
As to the second criticism, it concerns his 
concept of democracy which is rather 
juridical and not political enough. This 
objection leads directly to the question:  
what sort of European Union? 

Those who refer to the properly political 
issue in the framework of the European 
debates. often use the concepts of nation 
and history.  For example, it has been 
possible to interpret the “no” to the 2005 
referendum in France as a refusal to a 
European Union founded “without 
including politics, that is the nations” and 
it has been claimed that such a Union 
responded to the need of liberation from 
“self hate”, the load of history and the 
political disasters caused by it, as well as 
the nation-states used as instruments to 
them.  It has also been deduced that the 
distance and cold attitude of Great Britain 
and Denmark vis-à-vis the European Union 
stemmed from the fact that they had not 
been accomplices of nazism, whereas the 
most fervent supporters of the Union were 
definitely the accomplices. 
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As a matter of fact, the accusation 
addressed to Habermas concerning the 
anti-historism of his constitutional 
patriotism concept and his conception of 
the European Union does not appear to be 
well founded.  On the contrary, one aspect 
of this concept is directly linked to the 
debate on History, entitled 
Historikerstreit, which took place in 
Germany, on nazism between 1986 and 
1989.  Habermas reveals the political 
dimension of the debate in the light of the 
concept of “neo-historism”.  He is opposed 
to the “comprehensive “ approach based  
on 19th century German philosophy 
concerning our link with history which 
seems to have been adopted by neo-
historism in this debate. This attempt of 
reconstruction, after Auschwitz, of a 
historic continuity of German identity, was 
based according to him, on a non-
problematic and non critical relation. 

The concept of  “constitutional patriotism” 
justifies itself in relation to a moral and 
political responsibility with regard to the 
past.  Habermas explains in this debate 
how the conscience of those times had to 
transform itself into a post-nationalistic 
sense.  The question of “German identity” 
has arisen once more at the time of the 
reunification of the two Germanys just 
after the debate on the relation with 
history, an identity trying to break its link 
with nationalism was the order of the day.  
And this required again to reflect on 
history.  Contrary to reproaches directed to 
constitutional patriotism for trying to run 
away from the thickness of history, he 
requests a critical confrontation with  the 
past.  He proposes a critical and 
responsible attitude regarding the past.  It 
would therefore be unfounded to qualify 
the concept as ahistorical, while he 
proposes to establish another relation with 
history producing a new civic 

responsibility.  Thus, constitutional 
patriotism differs from a simple juridical 
patriotism with this self-critical relation of 
the people with its history.  It thus differs 
also from Renan’s historical patriotism.  
Thanks to this new relationship and the 
conscience which accompanies it, 
Habermas looks for the possibility to free 
democracy from its national past and open 
it towards an unprecedented political 
future.  Thus the universality of democratic 
principles will be able to deploy all their 
possibilities towards the search for a post-
national identity, that is a non-nationalistic 
participation to a political community, as 
suggested by constitutional patriotism. 

We are speaking here of a bond not 
through motives of ethnic, linguistic or 
cultural co-belonging,  but by ethical 
criteria of reciprocal recognition of the 
subject of rights  and the political criteria 
of the State of Law.  As Ernest Gellner 
demonstrates in his book Nations et 
Nationalismes, national identities were 
constituted up to now, in general, by means 
of national education, both as cultural 
entities and political realities.  Internal 
homogeneity is thus obtained thanks to a 
more or less “ethnocidal” education policy. 
This policy of constituting a homogenous 
cultural space, with the exception of the 
plurality of religious beliefs, corresponded 
to the possibilities of communication and 
training of individuals needed during  the 
dawn of industry.   

According to Gellner, the modern 
republics had not succeeded in shaping a 
post-national identity in spite of their 
claim, that is to separate the political 
principle of democracy and the State of 
Law from the national-cultural content, 
because the political unity was 
incompatible with the cultural plurality.  It 
was their unavowed nationalist principle.  
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Nationalism is a political principle 
according to which political unity and 
national unity must be congruent.   

It is therefore this republican national 
principle that it is necessary to transcend in 
the political imagination fit for thinking on 
political Europe.  The theoretical position 
of Habermas may be qualified as 
voluntarist, as the issue is to invent a new 
citizenship, a new motive of non-cultural 
belonging.  (It is however necessary to 
remark at the same time that the word 
culture reappears with the concept of 
shared political culture shared by European 
thinkers like Jean Marc Ferry, inspired by 
the Habermasian approach. Let us hope 
that this concept will not open the way to a 
new form of historicism , by excluding 
from the European project the nations not 
participating to this European political 
culture.) This political voluntarism does 
not only mean the invention of a shape in 
political modernity.  This shape implicates 
the conceptualization of the European 
Union as a project by European peoples 
who have already reached a certain 
political maturity, and all the efforts that 
this requires.  And this sends us back to the 
relationship between Nation, Democracy 
and the Law.  What is Habermas’s political 
conception?  Can politics be based on the 
Law? 

The reproach addressed to Habermasian 
thought as a whole is the presence of the 
word “conflict” and the almost total 
absence of the “relation of forces”.  The 
use of reason and the role of law as a 
heritage of neo-kantism brings him closer 
to Rawls.  Thanks to the principle of 
primacy of law on the factual, he seems to 
recognize a normative autonomy to the 
law, or even an ability to act in turn on the 
society.  His procedural conception of 
communication and collective freedom, 

according, for example, to V. Descombes, 
is not able to furnish the bases of a civic 
and substantial of democracy3. 
Consequently, Habermas, as a philosopher 
of a European Union supposed to be 
founded through Rome, becomes the 
object of the same criticisms directed 
towards it: the Europe which is being 
established is a Roman type Europe. These 
critics say it is a return to the Roman 
Empire, founded on juridical rather than 
political rules. 

In the debate on the European Union, 
“neo-tocquevillian” authors like Pierre 
Manent, Marcel Gauchet and Paul 
Thibaud, who are against the idea of 
reducing politics to the law, rise against 
Habermas and the views of juridical 
paradigm inspired by them, opposing the 
politic to the juridical.  Paul Thibaud’s 
remarks following the 2003 referendum 
reflect this approach, stressing that what 
the Union, based on economy and the law, 
lacks most are citizens who are at the same 
time actors of existing political practices: 
“The strange thing about the European 
object is that it is neither a historical object 
like the nation, requiring faithfulness, nor, 
like socialism had been, an ideal offering 
itself to our allegiance.  Actually, Europe 
has no body or spirit, no definite ideal, and 
no vision of the world”4. According to him,  
on one side, Europe  goes ahead with a 
pragmatism that it considers based on good 
will, on the other hand it thinks that it can 
do without history and geography by 
identifying itself with the supreme values 
of democracy. Thus, the European project 
constituted by the combination of moral 
and material dimensions ends in a 
Constitution, the subtleties of which are 
not perceived by the citizens.  To those 
who explain by Gaullism the submission to 
a referendum in France, Thibaud opposes 
the point of view according to which it 
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should not be forgotten that the point here 
is the restriction or the abolition of national 
sovereignty.   

In fact, Thibaud is not wrong when he 
speaks of sovereignty. Because   

the EU considers three possibilities:  either 
the transfer of sovereignty (the extra-
nationalistic approach), or sharing 
sovereignty (which is no longer unique and 
non-transferable according to Jean Marc 
Ferry), or leaving aside the paradigm of 
sovereignty (as suggested by Etienne 
Tassin’s arendtian approach as concept of 
the policy determined by the action and the 
actor; or again the approaches inspired by 
Spinoza which are defined by a redefined 
relation of right and power).  

Thibaud’s political position is a position as 
“realistic” as belonging to the national 
paradigm. But let us not forget that there 
exists in the cosmopolitistic paradigm, 
arguments, like that of Ulrich Beck, 
claiming they are realistic and that the 
nation-state is obsolete: according to him, 
the nation-states have already transformed 
themselves into transnational structures, 
but what is important is that they can adapt 
themselves, at the juridical and political 
levels, to the transnational processes that 
go through them.  “The real national politic 
becomes unreal.  [...] In his article entitled 
“Understanding Europe as it is” Ulrich 
Beck writes that Europeanization means 
the invention of a new politic”.5 The 
creation of interdependence functioning in 
each field of politics gives rise to deep 
transformations in the implicated nation-
states: “Europeanization transforms the 
heart of national sovereignty. [...]  The 
nation-states have already mutated into 
transnational States. not only on the social 
plane, but also on the level of their 
administration, at the core of their “raison 

d’Etat”6 According to U. Beck, Europe has 
already gone ahead to a system of 
transnational states. 

In the article mentioned above, Thibaud 
argues that the fascination with  the 
European Union which he calls europhilia, 
is based on the faith in the virtues of a 
modernity which bans reflection on the EU 
and fuses the phenomena with the values.  
This point of view clearly explains the 
perception of the Union by circles 
exogenous to it, like Turkey for example.  
What is even more interesting is the fact 
that we are talking of the perception on the 
part of European peoples, perception 
which indicates a democratic alienation 
endogenous to the construction of the 
Union.  But what is important for Thibaud 
is that the European Union does not 
constitute a political project.  “One of the 
European paradoxes is that a system 
mentioned everyday as a great political 
project functions by a distortion or a frame 
of the politic.”7 

According to Paul Thibaud, federalism, 
which appeared as the ineluctable horizon 
has obtained only symbolic results.  It has 
functioned more as the expression of the 
“weariness of being nations historically 
considered as guilty”. 

Neither federalism nor the Europe of the 
nations have succeeded in realizing a 
political progress.  The European political 
progress resembles according to him, 
Zeno’s “arrow “which flies and does not 
fly”.  A third form which Thibaud qualifies 
as “the reverse federation” occupies more 
and more room:  a large European society.  
A giant civilian society ruled by a juridical 
order and escaping the mastery of existing 
political forms, i.e. national.  Juridical at 
the beginning, this transnational civilian 
society was crowned by the single 
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currency.  This type of federation without 
power has not replaced the States but has 
integrated them in a larger society: 
“Everything is done in the Union so that 
the individual (consumer, entrepreneur, 
plaintiff) wins against the citizen. [...] This 
Europeanisation through the mobilization 
of private interests was of anti-political 
nature, therefore unsuitable as support for a 
new power”.8 What is created is a 
democracy of the law which becomes more 
and more a democracy of human rights 
without civic belonging and a democracy 
of prosperous individuals within this new 
societal configuration.  

The problematic according to which the 
victory of the individual over the citizen is 
conceptualized by the European project, 
also occupies a central position in the work 
of Pierre Manent and Marcel Gauchet.  
Pierre Manent, who shares Paul Thibaud’s 
criticisms on the Europeanization process 
which enlarges the possibilities of the 
individual while narrowing those of the 
citizen, underlines that this situation is in 
perfect agreement with the individualistic 
logic of contemporary societies.  The 
individual no longer requests that his civic 
belonging occupy a privileged place as 
related to his local or professional 
belongings.  On the contrary, he wishes to 
determine the hierarchy between his 
various belongings as their absolute 
master.  This situation is both the result of 
democracy and its reduction into a single 
principle:  the individual and his 
agreement.  “Europe, organized on these 
basis, would be a wide space of 
civilization, submitted to uniform rules, 
offering enormous possibilities to 
individuals able to act advantageously 
according to these rules, but not a political 
body opening a common adventure to 
these citizens, a “community of destiny”.9 

The Europe obtained by denationalization 
will therefore be a Europe of civilization 
given up to the reign of economy and 
culture.  Even if, in another work, Pierre 
Manent develops an identitarian discourse 
through philosophy after having criticized 
the other culturalistic approaches, the 
important is that the accent is on the 
politics rather than on culture and history.10    

His references, however, to these in the 
criticism he directs against the 
universalistic and anti-political approaches 
on the EU in Paul Thibaud’s article, need 
to be reflected upon:  according to Thibaud 
who thinks that this utopic approach suits 
the present world situation, the European 
illusion believes itself to be the center of 
the world and the inventor of perpetual 
peace.  Behind this illusion of the EU is the 
fact that it ignores its own historical and 
cultural background. Thibaud interprets the 
refusal of the Convention of the Union to 
include its Christian origin in the preamble 
of the Constitution in the following way:  
“Behind the religious issue, it is the 
impossibility or the refusal to be identified 
by a cultural or historical particularity 
which would express itself, the imperious 
and maybe suicidal dream of being a 
universal formula “.11  It will, of course, be 
necessary to indicate that Thibaud’s real 
objection is against the fact that this dream 
has resulted in an effectively antipolitical 
Europe - that is transformed into a civilian 
society made up of individuals.  He thinks 
that it is very dangerous to “build” Europe 
against its own history.  However, the fact 
that historical and political additions, like 
the national histories, the inherited 
identities, the Christian matrix and the 
separation between the spiritual and the 
temporal, leads us to think that one 
distances oneself from a pure concept of 
politics, defined by the separation of the 
cultural and the politic.  Here, not to be 
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utopic, the politic considers as its property 
the determination of its special, historico-
cultural past as a project.   

Therefore, in summary, P. Thibaud invites 
the European Union to establish a more 
respectful relationship of the history of its 
nations, at least of its positive aspects.  
When he stresses the need to include the 
nations in the process, not to offend their 
dignity and respect them, Thibaud gives, as 
a negative example, the European 
constitutional project (Articles 1-16) which 
implicates the full primacy of the law on 
national rights, illustrating perfectly his 
position in favor of politics against the law. 

It is easy to see that the concepts of 
culture, history and identity are, in a way 
or other, incorporated in the political 
perception of the European Union.  
Nevertheless, the juridical approaches 
seem at least near to the conceptualization 
of Europe as a non–historicist project and 
open on the world.  One of the best 
examples of the anti-essentialist 
perspective is given by Ulrich Beck.  He 
says that he too makes a reference to 
European history, but to another history.   
Contrary to Thibaud’s thesis according to 
which the European Union should be 
established by underlining its positive 
aspects instead of having a fixation on its 
negative performances.  Beck attracts our 
attention especially on the negative aspects 
and the resistance of cosmopolitan 
character opposed to him at the same time.  
Without forgetting history, saying that the 
Union is a political project built on the 
ashes of the holocaust, he reminds us of the 
existence of a link which is not national 
between the project and the history of the 
EU.  According to him, the cosmopolitical 
Europe is a project of resistance conceived 
against nationalistic Europe.  Arguing that 
cosmopolitical Europe is a project of 

moral, political, historical and economic 
reconciliation, and that the reproach of 
substantial vacuity directed to him by 
critics considering it as “a Europe without 
a body”, should remember that the radical 
overture and the radical tolerance have 
been realized just in this way, Beck is 
persuaded that this universalism is, in 
contrary to prior humanisms, of an  anti-
essentialist nature.  He says that what will 
render Europe more European will be a 
cosmopolitan Europe and that in such a 
Europe, national identities will be less and 
less exclusive and more and more 
inclusive.  “Europeanity” signifies the 
ability to combine in one existence 
elements which are judged mutually 
exclusive by the narrowness of ethical 
thought”.12 Recalling that the candidacy of 
Turkey evokes the identitarian issue and 
that Europe has suddenly remembered its 
Christian past, Beck indicates, as a 
response to post-modern anti-humanism, 
that the concept of humanity of Europe is 
based on no concrete definition: “Its 
essence is to be anti-essentialist”.  
According to him, the concept of “the 
human being” in Europe does not stem 
from a religious or metaphysical concept 
of a human being.  It is exactly because of 
this that europeanity has mostly a 
procedural definition.  “Only a pragmatico-
political definition can express this a-
human essence”.13 

Pierre Manent, who criticized the 
problematics of cultural identity in a 
shaded manner in the face of this way of 
determining the non-identitarian   
philosophical bases of the cosmo-political 
Europe project, also rediscovers this 
identity in philosophy itself and thus joins 
in a certain way the problematic of 
identity. 
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Nation between cultural and political 
identity 

Pierre Manent differentiates the concepts 
of cultural and political nation through the 
criticism of the problematic of cultural 
identity.14 He recalls that the debates about 
Europe always end, at a given moment, on 
European identity.  Thus is created the 
illusion that the debate reaches a level 
above economy or politics, whereas 
uncertainty remains on the question “what 
does European culture consist in?”  With 
its dimensions like religion, customs,  
laws, it is clear that culture separates 
Europeans more that it brings them 
together. The wars of religion are the best 
proof of it.   

And Manent concludes:  “Europe will then 
appear to us like a Christian but 
dechristianized space, capitalistic but 
governed by providence-states, a  mistress 
of the world which  prefers justice to 
power.  ”15 

Taking into consideration the theoretical 
bond which links him to Leo-Strauss, 
Manent’s argument according to which the 
correct answer resides in reason and 
philosophy rather than in the conclusion 
and that the question of identity is 
erroneously founded, should not be 
surprising.  On the other hand, taken into 
consideration with its true objective of 
defending the nation by linking  it to 
politics and not to culture, the fact that he 
transfers the question of cultural identity to 
Europeanity already shows the limits of the 
EU (against Muslim Turkey!)  Thus the 
importance of the analysis of the nation 
through the relation between culture and 
politics appears especially concerning our 
subject. 

Stressing that his plea for nations is not a 
plea for identities but for “the political 
bodies, the political staff of human action”, 
Manent thinks that the relationship 
between the nation and “the European 
individual” can be perceived as non-
conflictual. The present Europe, according 
to him, leads s its union founded without 
the nations through democracy and the law 
towards an abstraction which is 
“democracy without a body”.  In reality, 
the modern nation is a frame that 
democracy has inherited from the pre-
modern period.  Modernity, which has 
based its legitimacy solely on the 
individual and his consent, wants now to 
get rid of this burden, always starting from 
this absolute principle.  The link of the 
nation with democracy, as a political body, 
is doubtlessly contingent and arbitrary.  
But is it possible to constitute a new body 
based solely on the principle of 
democracy?  In the name of this objective, 
democracy would like to assume the 
abstract body it calls “Europe”.  In order to 
be able to become political, democracy 
needs to become concrete, to be embodied, 
to have limits.  However the principle of 
democracy is universal and against limits.  
It is for this reason that democracy gives 
itself a body without limits  in the shape of 
Europe:  “this Europe indefinitely 
extensible, this Europe contradictorily 
defined as an indefinite extension”.16   

Although, according to him, defending the 
nation is not defending it as a particularity, 
but in the name of genuine universality. 
Manent seems to mark the philosophical 
and political outlines of the 
conceptualization of a closed Europe.  It is 
probable that Turkey will not be part of it, 
but this time the counter-argument will be 
searched through another culture and 
another history, that is political culture and 
political history.  The theoretical debate 
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put aside, it is a fact that, in spite of the 
great reticence felt for them because of 
their religious belonging, the Muslim 
majority in Turkey, (as well as the non-
Muslim population) sees no problem in 
adhering to the European Union with a 
majority of Christian population and 
become a minority themselves. This 
situation must not be without meaning 
concerning the secularization of both 
parties. And does not this resistance of 
Europe to Turkey raise some questions 
about   the level of secularization in the 
EU? 

While the neo-kantian legal approach and 
the neo-tocquevillian political approach 
reflect the tension between law and 
politics, it must be noted that there exist 
today radically different approaches which, 
in the face of the political crisis of the 
European project and of politics in general, 
try to redefine law and politics. These 
approaches look for the basis of political 
philosophy in the thinking of Hannah 
Arendt and even ancient philosophers like 
Spinoza.  Their aim is to think again about 
the politics and develop a point of view on 
the EU without going back to the nation or 
turning towards the anti-political path 
through the law.  As to their common 
point, it is not belonging in any way to 
national thinking categories and to be 
committed to a European Union project 
open to the world and which would not be 
only in the world.17 
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